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Abstract Image inpainting has been widely investigated to remove undesired parts of images. One of the effective ap-

proaches is exemplar-based inpainting, which uses texture patterns in an image as exemplars for filling in missing regions.

As one of exemplar-based methods, an inpainting method based on automatic perspective correction using vanishing points

was recently proposed. However, the target scene is limited to artificial one in which vanishing points are easily detectable.

Although some other methods for automatic perspective correction have also been proposed, the effect on image inpainting

has not been evaluated in detail so far. This paper analyzes the effect of multiple methods for automatic perspective correction

on image inpainting by developing a method that combines a variety of automatic perspective correction methods and image

inpainting. Specifically, we examine the influence of the amount of perspective distortion and characteristics of textures on

image inpainting results by using images distorted by simulation. We also examine the effect using real images. In addition,

we demonstrate the advantage of employing multiple criteria for perspective correction over the conventional method from

the analyzed results.
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1. Introduction

Image inpainting, which removes undesired objects

in an image and automatically fills in the missing re-

gions in a plausible manner, has been widely investi-

gated to increase the utility value of images. Although

many kinds of methods for image inpainting have been

proposed so far1–8), exemplar-based methods have been

enthusiastically developed as one of the most effective

approaches in the field of image inpainting because they

can generate natural and complex textures even if miss-

ing regions are large.

The exemplar-based approach assumes that the tex-

tures that are similar to hidden ones behind missing

regions exist in some part of a given image. Based on

this assumption, a number of exemplar-based methods

search the image except missing regions for appropri-

ate textures and generate textures in the missing re-

gions by synthesizing them9–15). Among them, a global

optimization-based approach, which minimizes an en-

ergy function to generate plausible textures in any part

of missing regions, has been intensively developed be-

cause of its effectiveness13–15). However, such exemplar-
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based methods often suffer from the shortage of appro-

priate exemplars in the image for missing regions.

To overcome the problem, some methods have at-

tempted to increase available exemplars by considering

rotation, scaling and reflection of texture patterns in

the image16,17). These methods prepare patterns trans-

formed with discrete parameter values before starting

inpainting and use them as exemplars. However, usu-

ally projective transformation has not been considered

in this framework because it contains a larger number of

unknown parameters than other transformations men-

tioned above and it is difficult to generate the appropri-

ate appearance of projectively transformed texture by

just changing parameter values discretely.

For this problem, the correction of perspective distor-

tion has been considered to determine parameter values

rather than preparing discrete multiple values in projec-

tive transformation. As image inpainting methods us-

ing the correction of perspective distortion, those with

manual interaction were proposed18,19). However, these

methods require users to have special skills to correct

perspective distortion. To relax the problem, an im-

age inpainting method based on automatic estimation

of projective transformation using vanishing points was

recently proposed20). Unfortunately, the target scene

must have parallel lines so that vanishing points can be

detected in this method.
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On the other hand, in the field of computer vi-

sion, some methods for automatic perspective correc-

tion from a single image have been proposed21,22). Al-

though these papers claim that image inpainting is one

of the applications to which their methods are appli-

cable, actual effect on image inpainting has not been

validated.

In this paper, to obtain good inpainting results for a

variety of images, we analyze the effect of the state-of-

the-art methods for perspective correction on exemplar-

based inpainting. Specifically, by using images dis-

torted by simulation, we examine the influence of the

amount of perspective distortion and characteristics of

images on image inpainting results with a user study.

We also examine the effect using real photographs. For

the analysis, we have developed an image inpainting

pipeline to combine automatic perspective distortion

and example-based image inpainting with automatic

adjustment of the resolution.

In addition, through the analysis of the effect of per-

spective correction methods on image inpainting, we

demonstrate the advantage of employing multiple per-

spective correction criteria over a conventional method,

which employs a single correction criterion for image

inpainting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de-

scribe the pipeline of image inpainting with automatic

perspective correction in Section 2. Section 3 intro-

duces the overview of three state-of-the-art perspective

correction methods20–22) used for analysis and discusses

the issues when they are applied to image inpainting ap-

plications. Section 4 describes a method for resolution

adjustment required when combining image inpainting

and perspective correction. In Section 5, we show in-

painting results for simulated and real images and ana-

lyze them using a user study. We finally conclude this

paper in Section 6.

2. Pipeline of Image Inpainting with Au-

tomatic Perspective Correction

Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of image inpainting

combined with perspective correction. After inputting

an image with missing regions (which are illustrated as

red regions in images in this paper) (a), we apply one

of the automatic perspective correction methods to the

input image to obtain projective parameters in a ho-

mography matrix (b). We also calculate scaling param-

eters to adjust the resolution of the transformed image

(c). Using the homography matrix H that consists of

(d) Transform the input image with the homography matrix

(f) Transform the inpainted result with the inverse matrix 

and copy the parts corresponding to missing regions 

to the original input image

(c) Calculate scaling parameters

(b) Calculate pure projective parameters 

by applying a perspective correction method

(a) Input a single image with missing regions

(e) Apply image inpainting to the transformed image

(g) Output the result

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of image inpainting with perspec-

tive correction.

(a) Original image (b) Correction of per-

spective distortion

(c) Correction of affine

distortion

Fig. 2 Distortion correction.

the projective and scaling parameters, we transform the

input image (d), and apply an exemplar-based inpaint-

ing method to the transformed image (e). Finally, we

obtain the result by transforming the inpainting result

with the inverse matrix H−1 and copying the parts cor-

responding to the missing regions to the original input

image (f).

Here, a homography matrix typically has nine param-

eters and can get a distortion-corrected image, as shown

in Fig. 2(c), from the original image in Fig. 2(a). How-

ever, the correction of only perspective distortion is usu-

ally sufficient for image inpainting because it makes the

sizes and shapes of objects on an image plane uniform if

they are the same in three-dimensional space as shown

in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, only two parameters, which

are referred to as pure projective parameters, are re-

quired to correct perspective distortion. However, since

the pure projective parameters cannot adjust the scale,

which is important not to generate blurry results when

an inpainting result is transformed back to the original

image with H−1, we need two additional parameters

for scaling. Therefore, we define a homography matrix

to correct perspective distortion for image inpainting as
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(a) Input image (b) Corrected image

Fig. 3 Example of perspective correction by equalizing

texel sizes21)．

follows:

H =

⎡
⎢⎣
sx 0 0

0 sy 0

l1 l2 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , (1)

where l1 and l2 are pure projective parameters, and sx

and sy are scaling parameters for horizontal and vertical

directions, respectively.

In this study, we employ three methods for automatic

perspective correction: (1) texel size-based method21),

(2) matrix rank-based method22), and (3) vanishing

point-based method20). For image inpainting, we

mainly employ the existing exemplar-based method16),

which is one of the state-of-the-art methods13–17) that

use patches to search for similar patterns and update

pixel values using the similar patterns in common.

However, we also confirm the correlation between the

method16) and another inpainting method in experi-

ments. In the following two sections, we first describe

the overview of these perspective correction methods

in Section 3. We then describe a method for adjust-

ing the resolution of the transformed image for image

inpainting in Section 4.

3. Methods for Automatic Perspective

Correction

3. 1 Texel Size-Based Method

Cyclic objects such as tiles on the ground and wall

with the same size are usually transformed to ones with

different sizes on an image plane by perspective projec-

tion. The texel size-based method21) corrects the per-

spective distortion by calculating a homography matrix

that equalizes the texel sizes using Hough transform as

shown in Fig. 3. In the following, we briefly describe

the method to calculate l1 and l2 in Eq. (1) in which

sx = 1 and sy = 1.

This method first divides an image into segments and

fits an ellipse to each segment. The length di of long

axis of the ellipse fitted to the i-th segment is regarded

�

�

�

�
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Fig. 4 Flow for equalization of lengths of line

segments21).

as its texel size. Here, given that both endpoints of i-th

long axis are (xi1, yi1), (xi2, yi2), the length is repre-

sented as follows.

di =
√

(xi1 − xi2)2 + (yi1 − yi2)2. (2)

Given coordinate (x′
i1, y

′
i1) and (x′

i2, y
′
i2) that are trans-

formed from (xi1, yi1) and (xi2, yi2) by a homography

matrix, the relationship between the coordinates is rep-

resented as follows:

x′
i1 =

xi1

l1xi1 + l2yi1 + 1
, y′i1 =

yi1
l1xi1 + l2yi1 + 1

x′
i2 =

xi2

l1xi2 + l2yi2 + 1
, y′i2 =

yi2
l1xi2 + l2yi2 + 1

(3)

Here, suppose that d′ is the texel size after equalization,
the following equation is satisfied.

d′ =
√

(x′
i1 − x′

i2)
2 + (y′i1 − y′i2)2

=
√

(φxi1 − ϕxi2)2 + (φyi1 − ϕyi2)2
(4)

where φ = 1
l1xi1+l2yi1+1 , ϕ = 1

l1xi2+l2yi2+1 . Given a cer-

tain d′, Eq. (4) can be represented in l1 - l2 space by

the similar way to Hough transformation as illustrated

in Fig. 4. If the curves projected from different line

segments cross at point (l̂1, l̂2), the line segments are

transformed to those with the same length d′ by a ho-

mography with parameters l̂1 and l̂2. Crossing points

are voted while changing d′, and the most voted point

is finally determined as pure projective parameters.

This method is effective for scenes including multiple

objects whose sizes are almost the same in the 3D en-

vironment such as windows, tiles and iterative patterns

on walls in artificial environments. However, the per-

spective correction does not work appropriately when

each texel is not accurately extracted even if the same

objects are arranged. When this method is applied to

image inpainting, missing regions have little affect on

the voting, resulting in little influence on perspective

correction. However, it becomes more difficult to de-

tect useful texels as missing regions become larger.
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3. 2 Matrix Rank-Based Method

The matrix rank-based method22) treats an image as

a matrix whose elements are pixel intensities and calcu-

lates a homography matrix that transforms the original

matrix to row-rank one. Specifically, given that input

image I is distorted from the corrected image I0 by ho-

mography matrix H−1, this problem is formulated as

follows:

arg min
I0,E,H

||I0||∗+λ||E||1 subject to I ◦H = I0+E,

(5)

where || ||∗ represents the matrix nuclear norm, which

approximates the matrix’s rank, || ||1 represents the ma-

trix �1-norm, E is a noise matrix, and λ is a positive

weighting factor. The optimization problem is solved by

iterative linearization of the constraint by augmented

Lagrange multiplier method.

This method can work for some non-artificial scenes

more effectively than texel-based or vanishing point-

based methods because it does not require objects with

the same size or parallel lines. However, since all pixel

values in the image are used for optimization, it may

not work for the scene in which various objects are ran-

domly placed. When this method is applied to image

inpainting, the perspective correction is largely affected

by the shape and size of missing regions because pixel

values in the missing regions are also used for optimiza-

tion. Since this problem is essentially difficult to avoid,

in experiments described in Section 5, we give a gray

value to the missing regions before applying this cor-

rection method.

3. 3 Vanishing Point-Based Method

The vanishing point-based method20) corrects per-

spective distortion by calculating three vanishing points

to detect three planes. Specifically, first, edges are

detected and line segments are fitted to the edges in

an input image. Three vanishing points are then de-

tected from the line segments by a RANSAC-based vot-

ing approach, and simultaneously each line segment is

grouped according to which vanishing point the line seg-

ment is related with. It should be noted that line seg-

ments from two kinds of groups usually exist on a plane

because a pair of two vanishing points makes a plane.

Therefore, the group to which line segments around the

missing region belong is checked, and the line passing

through the two vanishing points related to the most

dominant two kinds of line segments is calculated as

follows:

ax+ by + c = 0, (6)

where c |= 0. From a, b, and c, pure projective param-

eters l1 and l2 in Eq. (1) are calculated as follows.

l1 =
a

c
, l2 =

b

c
. (7)

For this method to work well, target scenes must con-

tain some pairs of parallel lines such as window frames,

tile seams and lines on streets. In the application of

image inpainting, missing regions have little affect on

the detection of line segments. However, it becomes

more difficult to detect useful line segments as missing

regions become larger.

4. Resolution Adjustment

This section describes a method to determine scaling

parameters sx and sy in Eq. (1). When image inpaint-

ing is applied to a transformed image, if the resolution

of the image is too low, the final result becomes blurry

after transforming the result on the transformed im-

age back to the original image. If the resolution of the

image is too high, image inpainting works inefficiently.

To avoid the problem, we set the resolution of the cor-

rected image so that the resolution of the missing re-

gion in the corrected image becomes consistent with the

highest resolution of missing region Ω in the input im-

age. In particular, we calculate vertical and horizontal

magnifications sx and sy as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

sx = min

(
max

(x,y)∈Ω

1
||H′(x+1,y)−H′(x,y)||2 , S

)

sy = min

(
max

(x,y)∈Ω

1
||H′(x,y+1)−H′(x,y)||2 , S

) ,

(8)

where || ||2 represents the �2-norm, H ′(x, y) represents
the coordinate on the corrected image that is obtained

by transforming (x, y) with the following homography

matrix H ′.

H ′ =

⎡
⎢⎣

1 0 0

0 1 0

l1 l2 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , (9)

where l1 and l2 are obtained by a perspective correction

method. We use upper limit S for the magnifications

because it is inefficient to inpaint the corrected image if

the corrected image is overstretched as shown in Fig. 5.

5. Analysis through Experiments

In this section, we analyze the effect of perspective
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(a) Input image with a miss-

ing region (red)

(b) Corrected image

Fig. 5 Example of overstretched image.

correction on image inpainting through experiments us-

ing simulated and real images ∗. In experiments, we

used the following five methods.

(A) Image inpainting16) with texel size-based per-

spective correction21).

(B) Image inpainting16) with matrix rank-based

perspective correction22).

(C) Image inpainting16) with vanishing point-

based perspective correction20).

(D) Image inpainting16) without perspective cor-

rection

(E) Image inpainting20) considering perspective

distortion using vanishing points.

For experiments, we implemented method A, and we

used the programs available from the websites∗,∗∗ for

methods B and E. For method C, we extracted the part

for estimating vanishing points from the program for

method E. We set upper limit S as 5 in methods A, B

and C. As the difference between methods C and E both

using vanishing points, method C transforms the entire

image and applies image inpainting, while method E

transforms each local texture patch when calculating

similarity during image inpainting.

As for processing time, it took about 60, 10 and sev-

eral seconds for texel size-based, matrix rank-based and

vanishing point-based methods to correct the perspec-

tive distortion, respectively. It took several seconds

for inpainting method16) to finish inpainting with a PC

(Core i7 3.4GHz of CPU and 8.0 GB of memory).

For evaluation, we requested subjects to give a score

of 1 (bad) to 5 (good) to the inpainting results ob-

tained from the methods, which were randomly placed

so that the subjects cannot know the relationship be-

tween the methods and results. Here, it should be noted

that when a perspective-corrected image whose width

or height becomes more than ten times as long as that

∗ We show all results on http://yokoya.naist.jp/itemta15/
∗ http://perception.csl.illinois.edu/matrix-rank/tilt.html

∗∗ https://sites.google.com/site/jbhuang0604/publications/

struct completion

� � � �
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 ��

Fig. 6 Textures used for simulation.

θ = 0� θ = 20 � θ = 40 �

θ = 50 � θ = 60 � θ = 70 �

Fig. 7 Images distorted in simulation.

of the original input image in methods A, B and C, we

regarded the perspective correction as failure because

such an image is extremely distorted by transformation,

and we did not apply image inpainting. As for method

E, when the program stopped before outputting an in-

painting result, we regarded the inpainting as failure.

5. 1 Experiment Using Simulated Images

This section describes an experiment using simulated

images to clarify the influence of the amount of perspec-

tive distortion and characteristics of texture patterns

on inpainting results. In this experiment, we used 16

subjects, who were graduate students in Nara Institute

of Science and Technology, and ten kinds of textures

shown in Fig. 6. We generated distorted images with

200 × 200 pixels, like Fig. 7, by setting a virtual envi-

ronment in which we kept a camera pose and a missing

region on the image plane fixed, and a textured plane

was rotated by θ degrees (θ = 0, 20, 40, 50, 60, 70) as

illustrated in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the graph of average scores for ten
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Fig. 9 Evaluation scores for ten resultant images with

each rotation degree obtained by five methods.

(a) Texture 6 (θ =

0◦)
(b) Result by method

A

(c) Result by method

C

Fig. 10 Results obtained by applying perspective cor-

rection to an undistorted image.

resultant images with each rotation degree obtained

by methods A to E. When distortion does not occur

(θ = 0◦), method D, which does not correct perspec-

tive distortion, obtained the best score. Methods A, B,

C and E tend to transform the image even if an input

image has no distortion as shown in Fig. 10, resulting

in worse inpainting results than method D. Although

evaluation scores for all the methods tend to decrease as

the amount of degree increases, the scores for method D

decreases more rapidly than other methods. From this

fact, we confirmed that automatic perspective correc-

tion is effective on image inpainting. Especially, meth-

ods B and C got better scores than others. Although

method E also considers the perspective distortion, the

method often gave blurry images, which resulted in the

worst scores. We consider this is because image inpaint-

ing methods are different and the framework of embed-

ding the perspective correction in an energy function in

method E may tend to generate blurry textures.

Texture 2

(θ =40�)

Method A Method B

Method C Method D Method E

1.44 3.75

4.44 2.86 3.81

Fig. 11 Results for texture 2 with θ = 40◦.

Next, we analyze the results in detail by giving some

examples which contain different characteristics and for

which different methods obtained good scores. Fig-

ures 11, 12, and 13 show the resultant images and scores

for texture 2 with θ = 40◦, texture 3 with θ = 60◦, and
texture 10 with θ = 40◦ obtained by methods A to E,

respectively. We analyze the results in detail in the

following.

[Texture 2 with θ = 40◦ (Fig. 11)]

Texture 2 has a regular pattern with many parallel

line segments. Since it is easy to detect line segments

in the image, methods C and E, which use vanishing

points, obtained good inpainting results. On the other

hand, method A could not properly correct perspective

distortion using texel sizes because of the slightly com-

plex design, resulting in some unnatural patterns in the

inpainting result.

[Texture 3 with θ = 60◦ (Fig. 12)]

In texture 3, a simple unique pattern is lined. Method

A obtained a good result because it is easy to extract

the texel size. Method B also could produce a good in-

painting result. However, methods C and E gave some

implausible patterns because the texel pattern has a

curve and they could not find vanishing points prop-

erly.

[Texture 10 with θ = 40◦ (Fig. 13)]

Texture 10 has random texture patterns. Since each

method failed to correct perspective distortion properly,

images transformed by methods A and C were regarded

as failure and methods B and E produced some blurs in

the inpainting results. Although method D did not con-

sider the perspective correction, it gave a better result.

From the fact, we confirmed that existing methods for
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Texture 3

(θ =60�)

Method A Method B

Method C Method D Method E

4.69 4.63

1.94 1.88 3.06

Fig. 12 Results for texture 3 with θ = 60◦.

Texture 10

(θ =40�)

Method A Method B

Method C Method D Method E

No 

Result

No 

Result

3.13

4.31 1.75

Fig. 13 Results for texture 10 with θ = 40◦.

perspective correction are not suitable to images with

random patterns.

From the results, we can confirm that the accuracy of

perspective correction by each method depends on char-

acteristics of texture patterns and the amount of per-

spective distortion, and the methods that obtain better

inpainting results than others also differ according to

the characteristics and the amount of perspective dis-

tortion. As we can imagine from the principles of the

methods, methods A and C tends to obtain good results

for images with relatively simple texture patterns such

that texel sizes can be easily extracted, and those with

many parallel line segments such that vanishing points

can be accurately detected, respectively. For random

textures, in which it is difficult to extract texel sizes of

objects with originally the same sizes and parallel line

segments, inpainting without perspective collection of-

ten gives better results. We could not find the tendency

of results obtained by method B from the experiments

using simlulated images.

5. 2 Experiment Using Real Images

This section describes an experiment using real pho-

tographs. In this experiment, we used 30 images shown

in Fig. 14 and the inpainting results obtained by the

five methods were evaluated by asking 14 subjects, who

were also graduate students in Nara Institute of Science

and Technology, to give scores of 1 (bad) to 5 (good).

Note that we selected the images for which automatic

correction methods can possibly achieve perspective

correction by considering the principles of methods.

First, we discuss the results by picking four exam-

ples which contain different characteristics of textures

as shown in Figs. 15 to 18. These figures show input

image in (a), perspective-corrected images by methods

A to C in (b) to (d), and resultant images by methods

A to E and their scores in (e) to (i).

Image 28 in Fig. 15 captures wire meshes, which

consists of almost the same patterns. For this image,

method A successfully corrected the perspective distor-

tion by properly calculating texel sizes and provided a

good resultant image as shown in Fig. 15(e). On the

other hand, method B only slightly corrected the per-

spective distortion and method C failed. The meshes

are apparently straight lines but actually a little waved.

Therefore, it is difficult to find such parallel line seg-

ments that are used for detecting vanishing points accu-

rately. As a result, the resultant image in Fig. 15(f) in-

cludes more unconnected wires than that in Fig. 15(e).

However, compared to the result without no perspec-

tive correction shown in Fig. 15(h), we confirmed that

slight correction is effective to some extent.

Image 15 in Fig. 16 captures windows on a build-

ing, which are placed at even intervals. For this image,

methods B, C and E obtained good scores as shown in

Figs. 16(f), (g) and (i). As for method B, since the miss-

ing region is thin, it did not influence the perspective

correction. As for methods C and E using vanishing

points, window frames lead to many parallel line seg-

ments, resulting in finding good vanishing points. On

the other hand, method A could not correct the per-

spective distortion properly because each window has a

three-dimensional structure and the occlusions disturb

extracting each window size. As a result, the inpaint-

ing produced blurs in the missing region as shown in

Fig. 16(e) because the image has no appropriate size

of exemplars around the missing region. The failure of

correction does not improve the inpainting quality.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Fig. 14 Real images used for experiment.
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Fig. 15 Results of image 28 for which method A obtained a score of 4 or more.
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Fig. 16 Results of image 15 for which methods B, C and E obtained scores of 4 or more.
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Fig. 17 Results of image 18 for which method C obtained a score of 4 or more.
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Fig. 18 Results of image 3 for which methods B and D obtained a score of 4 or more.

Image 18 in Fig. 17 captures a brick wall, which has

many parallel line segments. For this image, method C

obtained a good score as shown in Fig. 17(g) because

it detected vanishing points from the line segments and

corrected the perspective distortion most successfully.

Method A also corrected the perspective distortion well

but the remaining small distortion caused texture dis-

tortion in the resultant image in Fig. 17(e). Since the

input image has a relatively large missing region, it was

difficult for method B to achieve successful perspective

correction. As a result, the inpainting produced brick

textures in the missing region whose directions are in-

consistent with those of the surrounding textures.

Image 3 in Fig. 18 captures flowers, which are ap-

parently almost the same but the shapes and scales

differ from one another. Since the shapes of flowers

are not simple and the flowers are overlapping each

other, method A could not find appropriate texel sizes

and provided unnatural transformation. Method C also

transformed the image badly because there are almost

no parallel line segments. As a result, methods A and

C produced unnaturally stretched textures and blurs as

shown in Figs. 18(e) and (g), respectively. On the other

hand, method B did not transform the image so that

the rank can be minimized and outputted a good re-

sult. For such an image with random textures, method

D, which does not consider the perspective correction,

gave the best score.
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Fig. 19 Average scores and standard deviations for re-

sultant images.

Table 1 Images for which each method obtained scores

of 4 or more.

Method Image No. No. of images

A 4,12,16,19,21,22,24,28 8

B 3,12,14,15,22,29 6

C 4,8,10,14,15,16,18,21,22,29 10

D 1,3,4,13 4

E 15 1

Next, we discuss the overall results. From the graphs

of methods A to E shown in Fig. 19, which shows the

average scores and standard deviations for 30 resultant

images, and Table 1, which shows images for which each

method obtained scores of 4 or more, we can know that

method C obtained higher scores and more good im-

ages than others. However, the difference of scores is

not large. On the other hand, since the standard de-

viation is large and the image numbers largely differs

according to method, we can know that the quality of

resultant images by each method largely varies accord-

ing to characteristics of images.

In summary, the quality of resultant images largely

depends on the compatibility between methods and im-

ages, and the characteristic of each method is as follows.

Method A is effective for images with simple regular

textures in which texel sizes are accurately calculated.

Method B is effective when missing regions are rela-

tively small.

Method C is effective for images with parallel and

straight line segments.

Method D is often more effective than the methods

that try to correct perspective distortion, especially for

random texture patterns.

Method E tends to output blurry textures although

the characteristics is almost the same as with method

C.

When the perspective correction succeeds regardless of

correction method, the inpainting results also become

good in many cases. On the other hand, when the

perspective correction fails, the inpainting usually pro-

duces blurs and unnatural textures whose scales and

directions are inconsistent with those of the textures

around missing regions because textures with appro-

priate scales and directions may not exist in the badly

transformed image. This often happens especially for

images with random textures. In such a case, applying

image inpainting to the non-corrected image is often

effective.

5. 3 Advantage Using Multiple Perspective

Correction Criteria

This section demonstrates the advantage of using

multiple methods for perspective correction for image

inpainting from the evaluation results obtained using

real images. Here, we assume method F which selects

the image with the best score from the four resultant

images obtained by methods A, B, C and D. The right-

most graph in Fig. 19 shows the average score and the

standard deviation of 30 images for method F. From

the results, the significant difference between method

F and each of other methods was observed using the

t-test with a 5% significant level. As a result, currently

the use of multiple perspective correction methods is ef-

fective for obtaining more good inpainting results than

using one of the state-of-the-art methods like method

E20). Therefore, the inpainting system in which a user

selects one of the results given with multiple criteria for

perspective correction is a desirable solution to obtain

good results for many kinds of images for now.

5. 4 Discussion about Using Different In-

painting Methods

This section discusses results obtained by different

exemplar-based inpainting methods for the three im-

ages in Figs. 16 to 18 in Section 5. 2 to confirm the

correlation between method16) and another inpaint-

ing method. Here, we employed ”Content-Aware Fill”

function in Adobe Photoshop CS5, which was devel-

oped based on inpainting method14) with fast searching

method PatchMatch23) and is the most popular com-

mercial software for inpainting.

Fig. 20 shows results obtained by applying Photoshop

CS5 to images corrected by methods A, B and C and

non-corrected images. We compare the results in (a),

(b) (c) and (d) in Fig. 20 with those in (e), (f), (g) and

(h) in Figs. 16 to 18.

As for image 15, the resultant images are not good

even if the correction succeeds as shown in the top row

of Figs. 20(b) and (c). From the fact, we confirmed

that successful perspective correction does not always

lead to good inpainting results depending on inpainting

methods. When the perspective correction failed, the
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Fig. 20 Results obtained by photoshop CS5.

two inpainting methods did not produce good results in

common.

As for image 18, when the perspective correction

succeeded, the inpainting produced consistent textures

with appropriate sizes and directions as shown in the

middle row of Figs. 20(a) and (c) as similar to those in

Figs. 17 (e) and (g). When the correction failed or the

correction was not conducted, the resultant images con-

tain textures that are inconsistent with the surrounding

textures as shown in Figs. 20(b) and (d). The produced

textures are quite similar to those in Figs. 17 (f) and

(h).

As for image 3, the inpainting produced good re-

sults when the correction succeeded or the correction

was not conducted as shown in the bottom row of

Figs. 20(b) and (d). When the correction failed, un-

natural stretched textures and blurs were produced as

shown in Figs. 20(a) and (c). The tendency of results

is almost the same with that of results by inpainting

method16) as shown in Fig. 18.

From the comparison of results, we confirmed the

similar tendency between inpainting method16) and

Photoshop CS5.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the effect of auto-

matic perspective correction on exemplar-based image

inpainting. In experiments, we employed the existing

exemplar-based inpainting method with multiple au-

tomatic perspective correction methods for simulated

and real images. The experiment using simulated im-

ages examined the influence of the amount of perspec-

tive distortion and characteristics of texture patterns

on inpainting results. The experiment using real im-

ages examined the relationship between the methods

and characteristics of images. From the experimental

results, we confirmed that the influence varies depend-

ing on the compatibility between methods and images.

In addition, we demonstrated the effectiveness of using

multiple criteria for perspective correction for image in-

painting.

Although we employed an exemplar-based inpainting

approach in this study, we should consider the effect of

perspective correction on other inpainting approaches

in future work since a variety of effective inpainting

methods that do not use patch similarity also have been

proposed such as pixel-wise method5), method using

subspace6) and method using neural network7).

In addition, since this paper handled scenes in which

a single homography transformation is effective, we

should consider three-dimensional scenes as well as de-

velop an inpainting method applicable to such a scene

in future work. For example, image segmentation and

clustering texel sizes could be useful as keys to handle

a three-dimensional scene in a single image.
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